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1. THE REMARK 
Consider exact functors 
between abelian categories. If lA= TS (or more generally, if there exists a 
natural transformation q: lA-+ TS such that qA is a split monomorphism for 
all A E A), then 
pdSA>pdA 
for all A E A. Therefore 
gl dim B > gl dim A. (1) 
On the other hand if S is left adjoint to T, then 
pdSA<pdA 
for all A E A. Moreover if A is projective, then it is only necessary to assume 
that the right adjoint T is exact in order that SA be projective. These and 
other facts relating to projective dimension in abelian categories are 
summarized in [4, Sect. 91, where the discussion does not even require that 
A and B have enough projectives, using Yoneda Ext to define projective 
dimension. 
As a special case of (I), suppose D is a retract of the small category C. 
Then AD is a retract of AC via exact functors, so 
gl dim AC > gl dim AD. 
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n particulai- this applies whenever C is 8 poset and is a full subset which 
IS a ~orn~~ete lattice, This remark will be used three times in the proof of 
Theorem 14 below. 
Throughout2 C wil en&e a small category. An initial s~b~ateg~ry of 
a full subcategory containing the domain of any mor~b~sm whose 
codomain is in C’. In particular, if p E C, n the full s~b~ategQry 
domains of morphisms to p is initial. 
p Qf 
Te’ep al S~b~at~gQr~es and 
defined dually. A subcategory of the form &, is c,ahed a mus& of 6. 
are 
Pra04: Restriction has as its right adjoin 
diagram over C ’ to all of C by adding zero o 
functors are exact, the result follows. 
pdSD=pd 
ProoJ: S is left adjoint to restriction T, both functors are exact, an 
unless otherwise stated, will be an abeiian category with 
coproducts and enough projectives. If p E C, the let”% adjoint SP of the prh 
evaluation functor AC-+ A is given by 
S&(4)= 0 A. 
aPd?) 
ince evaluation is exact, it follows that SPPA is projective in ' wbe~ever A 
Thus we see that AC has enough projectives, for if 
then we have an epimorphism 
where the pth dinate of E is induced by any epimor hism A, ---p D, with 
A, projective. is projective, then I: splits, from whit it fo11ows that the 
values of Dp being retracts of eoproduets of projectives, are themselves pro- 
jective. 
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LEMMA 3. Consider the diagram in AC 
F 
where F is projective and h is an epimorphism. Let C’ be an initial 
subcategory of C, and let g’: F ) C’ + D 1 C’ be such that 
(h 1 C’) g’ = f 1 C’. 
Then there is a morphism g: F -+ D such that hg = f and g / C’ = g’. 
Proof. Consider the commutative diagram 
J 
? sp(Fp) 
c F 
1” 
D hrE 
where the pth coordinate of E is induced by the identity on Fp, and the pth 
coordinate of g is induced by g;: Fp + Dp if p E C’ and by any morphism 
Fp --f Dp making the diagram 
FP 
commutative if p @ C’. This is possible since F, being projective, has 
projective values. Let ,U be any coretraction for E, and define g = $. Since C’ 
is initial, it follows that ,u j C’ has its image in the subcoproduct indexed by 
objects of C’. It follows that g 1 C’ = g’. 
LEMMA 4. If F E AC and F ) C, is projective for all p .E C, then F is 
projective. 
Proof. Consider a diagram 
F 
f 
h 
i 
D-E 
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in AC with h an epimorphism. Let 59 be the class 
with C’ an initial subcategory and (h j C’) g’ = f j 
p is projective for any p. Order g by 
and g” extends g’. Then g is inductive, so 1 
Suppose p E C - G,. 
D 1 C, such that (h / C 
Then g and g, together yield an element 
This contradicts maximality, an 
The following theorem was s 
TNEOREM 5. For any D E AC we have 
Consequently 
gl dim AC = sup gl dim D 
f’rooj: By Lemmas 1 and 4, the first projective kernel in a ~r~j~c~~~e 
resolution for D is the nth, where n = sup pd 
The theorem dualizes to the case where is a.n abelian category with 
products and enough injectives, projective dimension is replaced by inject& 
dimension (id), and CP is replaced by $2. Explicitly: 
THEOREM 5”. If A is an abelian category with pro 
injectives, then for any D E AC we have 
id D = sup id D / p 
P 
gl dim AC = sup gl dim 
P 
Combining the second statements of Theorems 5 and 5*, we obtain: 
~OROLLARU 6. Let A be an abelian category with products and 
coproducts and enough injectives and projectives. Then 
gl dim AC = p$ gl dim 
The corollary applies in particular when A is a ~rot~e~d~eck category 
(AI35 and a generator) with enough projectives. 
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2. APPLICATIONS TO COHOMOLOGICAL DIMENSION 
Recall that if C is a small category and R is a ring, then the R- 
cohomological dimension of C is given by 
cd, C = pd AR, 
where AR: C -+ Mod R is the constant R-valued diagram. Then Theorem 5 
yields immediately: 
COROLLARY 7. cd, C = sup, cd, C,. 
Recall also that if K is a commutative ring, then the K-Hochschild 
dimension of C is defined by 
dim, C = pd KC, 
where KC is considered as an object of the two variable functor category 
(Mod @OPxC. Now KC has nonzero values only on the terminal 
subcategory rC of Cop x C consisting of all pairs (p, q) with C(p, q) 
nonempty. From Lemma 2 it follows that 
dim, C = pd KC ( K!. 
But observing 
%GJ = ~~~,,, 
and using Theorem 5, we have 
pdKC/ rC = ;u$ pdKC / Se,,) 
= gig KC I 4&J 
In other words: 
COROLLARY 8. dim, C = SUP~,~) dim, $Z,. 
EXAMPLE. In [4, p. 1.591 it was shown that if y is an ordinal number of 
cardinal number xn, -1 < n < co, then dim, y = IZ + 2 providing y is not x,, 
itself. For y =x,, it was shown only that dim, y is n f 1 or II + 2. But from 
Corollary 8 it follows that dim, y = n + 1, since for all p, q E y the muscle 
(closed interval) Pyq has at most xnP1 elements. 
To get analogous results for flat dimension (fd), we rcall that if %? is a 
ringoid and A4 E Mod g’, then fd M is the same as the injective dimension of 
the GPP-module Horn&K, Q), where Q is an injective cogenerator for Ab. 
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This is well known, of course, when SF is a ring, but th 
no different. (See [4, p. 271.) In particular, we can take 
is a ring. Theorem 5” then gives: 
COROLLARY 9. Iffna E (Mod R)” = ) L ken *J- 
Now the R-homological dimension of C is given by 
This gives: 
COROLLARY IQ. hd, 
Likewise if w dim, G denotes the weak 
then we obtain: 
~cb5cbila dimension of C, 
COROLLARY 1 I. w dim, C = SU~~,~) w dim, p 
3. APPLICATION TO GLOBAL Dr 
LEMMA 12. Let y be an ordinal number and let D E 
with enough projectives. Suppose pd D(a) < M and ah 
alla <y. Then pdD<ni 1. Consequently, pdaD<H+ 4. 
Proof: Assume by induction that pd D j Q: < M i B for all a < y. If y is a 
limit ordinal, this yields pd D < M + 1 by Theorem 5. If ‘j = a + 1, we have 
an exact sequence 
where S is the left adjoint of restriction 
to the ath evaluation functor. Clear1 
sequence has projective dimension 
middle term has projective dimensio 
Now for any y we know again by AB 
have already proved, it follows that 
fir any ordinal number y. 
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THEOREM 14. Let C be any partially ordered set. Then 
gl dim AC < 1 + gl dim A 
for all Grothendieck categories with enough projectives if and only if all 
muscles of C are well ordered. Furthermore, equality holds if and only ifC is 
not discrete. 
Proof. If all muscles are well ordered, the inequality follows from 
Corollaries 6 and 13. 
To prove the converse, we first recall that gl dim A2 = 1 + gl dim A [4, p. 
1121. Now if C is not discrete, then it contains 2 as a retract, so 
gldimAC>gldimA2= 1 +gldimA. 
Moreover, if some muscle is not totally ordered, then C contains 2 X 2 as a 
retract, so 
Thus suppose all muscles are totally ordered, but there is one which is not 
well ordered. Then C contains (o + l)Op as a retract. Therefore, if A is the 
category of modules over a division ring, then 
gl dim AC > gl dim A(“+‘)OP = 2 
(see [4, Corollary 36.131). This completes the proof. 
Theorem 14 was first proved by Brune [l] for the case where the A are 
module categories over ringoids. His proof used a different method. He also 
obtained the equality dimxn = n + 1. 
We close with a slight improvement on a useful result of Osofsky [6, 
Lemma 3.71. First observe that in the statement of Lemma 12, the condition 
pd lint D ( a ,< n is automatic if D(a) = l&D ] a for all limit ordinals a < y. 
PROPOSITION 15. Let A be AB5 with enough projectives. Let C be a 
directed set of cardinal number <x~+~, v > - 1, k > 0, and let D E AC be 
such that 
pdl&D/C’<n 
for all (full) directed subsets C’ of cardinal number a,. Then 
pd&D<n+k. 
ProoJ If k = 0, there is nothing to prove. Otherwise, it is easy to express 
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as a nested, well ordered union UnCS C, , where each 
subset of cardinal number Q, + k _ 1, and where for CI a limit 
(See Iwamura [3].) By induction we have pdb 
the result follows from Lemma 12. 
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